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Adaawinain weed

by Islamic Jihad
Release creates new hope
for return of ex-HSU prof
Gigi Hanna
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

Tuesday’s release of American
hostage Jesse Turner created
speculation
that fellow captive and
HSU alumnus and former journalism instruc- igs
J
tor Alann Steen may soon |, 44
be released after spen-

fy

4

Turner’s release has shed no
light on Steen’s plight, however,
because Turner has refused to
discuss Steen’s welfare until he
speaks with Steen’s wife, Virginia
Steen of Clarklake, Mich.
“We don’t know anything until they are
actually
released,”
Virginia Steen said in a
telephone interview
Tuesday. “The last we
heard about Alann was
when (Robert) Polhill
was released.
Then there
were letters and photos,
but nothing directly

ding 1,733 days in
Captivity.
Buthis family has been
left waiting, uncertain of
his condition.
“Those captors are
driving everyone absolutely crazy,” said Becky
about Alann,” she said...
Monday, Steen’s daugh- Alann Steen
Polhill was held capter, in a telephone intertive with Steen, Turner
view from San Jose. “I guess that’s
and Mithileshwar Singh, who all
their objective,” she said.
taught at Beirut University
“We got a call from the State
College. Polhill was released in
Department saying someone was
1990 and Singh was released in
going to be released, but we didn’t
1988.
know who, or where or when the
“If youcome out with too much
person would be released,” she
said prior to Turner's release.
See Steen, page 4

Hemp rally stirs
protest from CCA | |
David Jervis
LUMBERJACK STAFF

sanctuary resolution in January.
“T think our opposition
to this

should be quite obvious,” said
Some Arcata residents say the
idea that cannabis sativa can save
the world is nothing but a few
people blowing smoke.
Hemp Fest West, scheduled for
Saturday in Arcata’s Redwood
Park,
is described by its organizers
as a free event advocating the
economic benefits
hemp plantscan
offer, including inexpensive paper,
food and clothing fiber.
However, representatives of
Concerned Citizens for Arcata
have appeared
at the two previous
Arcata City Council meetings

Claiming the festival can be seen
as an endorsement of marijuana
use. A counter-demonstration is
planned.
CCA acts as a self-proclaimed
Arcata City Council “watchdog”
group. The organization was

formed after the city council's draft

CCA member Robert Thomas.
“We're involved
in a war on drugs
in this country, and by having a
hemp fest, I think Arcata’s sending
a mixed signal and saying, ‘hey,
its OK to have something which
represents the legalization of
hemp.””

“The purpose is to focus on the
positive benefits of the hemp
plant,” said festival organizer Joe
Symanzik. “We're looking to
legitimize
hemp’s uses, and we’ ve
chosen to do it in this fashion.”
Symanzik, the director of the
Humboldt County chapter of
NORML (National Organization
for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws), said the festival’s focus is

on decriminalizing
the hemp plant
for uses other than drugs.
“We have a lot of supporters up

here, but they don’t necessarily
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of fire

| Fire gutted the inside of an apartment
over Crosswinds restaurant Sunday afternoon. Dottie Herrod,
who lived In the apart-

ment, managed the property. Firefighters
said heat from the restaurant's ovens Igcome out that much because
they’re afraid of being seen or
they’re paranoid or whatever,”
Symanzik said. “Most of those

people support (drug) decrimi-

nalization anyway, and that’s not
our goal here.”
The festival will run from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday and
will feature speakers and booths
covering various uses of hemp
plants. There will also be live
music and beer. A tumout of
roughly
500 is expected.

See Hemp, page 9

nited combustible materials.Forthestory,
see page 7. In other fire news, several
HSU students with families andhomesin
Oakland describe how the massive fire
has affected their lives, page 3.
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In the Oct. 16 Lumberjack, an article
in the Community section mistakenly

reported that former HSU music
Professor Charles F. Fulkerson was
dead. He is indeed alive. Our
apologies to Mr. Fulkerson.
In a Community clip of the same
issue, Fred Evensen was misidentified
as a member of the Jacoby Creek
Protection Association. He is actually
a paralegal assisting the group.
The Lumberjack regrets the errors
and any confusion they may have
caused.
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+ Dig up a date for our fiendishly fun Halloween
bash
and creepy costume contest Thursday, October 3 Ist!

+ Cash prizes and gift certificates from many Arcata
merchants awarded for the scariest. funniest and worst
costumes...
13 categories in alfl

Shower Gels

+ Kids of all ages can get their picture taken
—in costume—ijust
$4 from 5:00-9:00em

nn

Crabtree 2 Evelyn Products
-- Specially Scented Bubble Bath

Locally Made “2 Imported Soap

bubbles«
1031 H Street
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Arcata
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822-3450
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Schedule of events
Lunch

eG

All you can eat
Buffet $5.95

:

Sey

Includes glass of wine

or beverage and dessert

Dinner

All you can eat buffet

Fresh sea food

Tuesday only, 6 - 9p.m.
$9.95

all you can eat
Saturday 6-9p.m.

with wine

with wine

$10.95
All above meals have ala carte available

Lounge

° Happy Hour 5-7p.m. Tuesday - Saturda
inches es hors doauvies
° Live Entertainment 9:30p.m. —- 12:30a.m. r
Friday & Saturday
no cover charge

Halloween Bash

9-12 open microphone

$50 cash

prize at midnight for

best costume and talent

plus other prizes
Don't Waste Your Time Elsewhere ..See Us First!

213 F St. Eureka - 1040 H St. Arcata

/ ,

Phone
707 826-0217

800 344-1221
i

ARCATA

CA

498521

© 1991 LIN/RTQ
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+ Music by the Wannabees, dancing from 8:00 to midnight
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HSU students touched by fire
Colleen Futch
CAMPUS EDITOR

The fire that raged through the Oakland
hills Sunday and Monday hit some HSU
students close to home.
Speech communications senior Steve
Bohner’s family home was destroyed by
the fire, which has reportedly killed 14 and
injured 150.
“It was my dad’s house that burned
down,” he said. “I’m from a split family so
I spent half my time there growing up.”
Bohner was about 12 when his father
bought the house in Hiller Highlands.
“It’s not the house itself I will miss,” he
said. “It’s the memories...all the stuff that
there.”
He said although his father
and stepmother
are fine, it was “‘a close call.”
“My dad was on the roof hosing it down
until he saw flames so he left the premises,”
he said. “He had a pair of sweats in the car
and the clothes on his back.
“T didn’t know what to say to him,” he
said. “It was like someone had died.”
HSU art senior Liz Welch found out
Sunday afternoon
that her family’s house in
the

LOUIS CYON/ THE LUMBERJACK

Five second-graders from Arcata’s Gateway School,

the signature panels at last weekend’s Names Project

Terra

AIDS Memorial Quilt displayed at HSU’s West Gym.

Christian,

Clel

Hoyt,

Posey

Lillyflower,

Fiona

Zubenmeyer and Abby Lebowe take a moment to sign

Lebowe’s father Jacob accompanied the class.

AIDS quilt brings issue home
contributions ranging from $7,000 to $8,000
for a quilt display of up to 1,000 panels.

Louis J. Cyon
}

LUMBERJACK STAFF

;

AIDS awareness was the focus this
weekend as the Names Project AIDS
Memorial

Quilt

made

its debut

in

Humboldt County.
Rob Jarvis, assistant coordinator for
the North Coast AIDS
Project
(NORCAP), and quilt host committee
chair, said, “Friday when I left the gym
there were over 300 school kids in there
and busloads pulling in...and from what
the students wroteon the signature square
there was some real AIDS education going on here.”
The signature square is a cloth panel,
about 12 feet by 12 feet, that visitors can
sign. When the quilt is displayed in its
entirety in Washington, D.C., each signature is displayed along with the commemorative panels.
“We've had over 3,000 visitors to the
quilt this weekend,” Jarvis said.
“Thank you for showing the beautiful
quilts,” one school child wrote. “It’s so
sad and so beautiful.”
Jarvis said he felt the signatures are
indicative of the beauty and love that has
gone into making these panels.
According to Susan Hall, a quilt dis-

Volunteers must be trained by the QDC,

Hall said. Some of the different types of
volunteers include floor monitors who make
sure the quilt is not stepped on, emotional
support monitors for people who want support with their grief, and quilt captains who
oversee the floor operation.

6

Te impact that
the quilt is having on
me is the messages to
the people who are
gone. It feels like I’m
almost a privileged
invader into their
lives.
LARRY WILLIAMS
NORCAP volunteer

play coordinator (QDC) for the Names
Project Foundation, a quilt display requires a tremendous amount of time and
effort. In addition, each display requires
a QDC, a large volunteer network, and

The QDC also trains volunteers for the
opening and closing ceremonies and is responsible for seeing that any donations

received during the display are turned
over to the host county’s AIDS care
programs.
“Obviously, there’s a great deal of
coordination to be worked out,” Hall
said.
Some volunteers said they felt they
were privileged viewers into the lives of
the families
and friends who created quilt
panels. Floor monitor Larry Williams
said, “The impact that the quilt is having
on me is the messages to the people who
are gone. It feels like I’m almosta privileged invader into their lives. It’s very
private and emotional.”
Ilyana Asara, assistant coordinator for
NORCAP, provided much of the support
work, along with Jarvis, that brought the
quilt to Humboldt County.
“One of the things it’s about for me is
to notice the changes in peoples’ attitudes, and the publicnessof AIDS,” Asara
said. “The quilt being here is an opportunity for people, whether they're public or
not, to work with their grief locally.”
Many volunteers
and visitors expressed
the same sentiments
about the quilt. Jamie
Maybury, a floor monitor who volunteered through the AIDS Project, said,
“It’s pretty incredible...It’s amazing the
time and effort the families and friends
put in to represent these people.
A lot of elementary-school kids have
been here, little tiny kids saying things
like, ‘I wasn’t aware of the problem with
AIDS, now I am and I want to help.’”

Broadway

Terrace

area

had

been

destroyed.
For nine hours she could not ascertain the
whereabouts of her father, who was driving
home at about the same time the fire broke
out, she said.
“It was hell,” she said. “I was very
emotional. I was crying a lot and couldn’t
sleep.”
Welch’s father turned up late Sunday
night unharmed.

Late Monday Welch’s sister called to tell
her when the family returned to the
evacuated area, the house was still standing.
“Our street was the only street in the area
to survive,” Welch said. “Many people that
I know (are homeless),” she said.

“The whole neighborhood I grew up in is
gone,” she said.
Sabrina Davis, a film production
sophomore, said her family’s Rockridge
home was spared by the fire — barely.
“We were three blocks away from the
fire,” she said. “I know 20 families without
homes.
“(On the news) I saw the neighborhood I

grew up in in flames,” she said. “I saw my
friend’s house explode with fire and crash
down.
“That's where I spent my whole life. ..my
childhood. ..my teenagehood. It’s horrible.”
David Wasserman, an environmental
engineering sophomore, lost a rental house
his family owned.
“It will have a financial impact,” he said.
“It was a third income for my family.”
Wasserman, Davis, Welch and Bohner
are all leaving within the next few days to
be with their families.
Although exactnumbers of HSU students
from the area affected by the fire are
unavailable, the Admissions, Records and
School Relations office said more than onethird of HSU students come from the Bay
Area.
Tuesday’s San Francisco Chronicle stated
more than 1,000 homes were destroyed by
the fire, which is now contained, and 5,000
people were left homeless.
Property damage is estimated between

$1.5 and $2 billion and 1,800 acres of land
are charred.
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Semester in Sacramento trains interns

Government opportunities open to students

Elissa Stachelek
LUMBERJACK STAFF
HSU students aren’t taking advantageof
internships in state government.
The Sacramento Semester program accepts
one or two students from each California State University campus to serve
semester-long state government internships
in Sacramento, political science Professor

William Daniel said.
It has been two to three years since HSU
had arepresentative,
said Jean Torcom, the
program’s director.
“(One can) gain practical experience on
the inside and an opportunity to know how
the legislative process works that a textbook can’t describe. Plus career elements
are involved — (one can) make contacts.
Do a good job and (one will) get name
recognition and references. People are
employed as a direct result of their stay,”

1981,

an instructor
at HSU from 1970 to

was kidnapped Jan. 24, 1987. Four

_ According

Daniel said.

to a San Francisco Examiner

story the day after the kidnapping, the
yanmen, masquerading as policemen,

“One student did Sacramento Semester,
came back, applied for an assembly fellowship, and went back and got paid,”

assembled all foreign university staff
members on the ruse they needed to mect

HK " with them for protection purposes. After
assembling the group, the gunmen
men to comeywith
ordered the edl
ort
ymatica rep
heen
ay

“Any regular financial aid would be ap-

plicable and there is some scholarship
money,” Daniel said.
Faculty members can recommend students, Daniel said. For information call

826-3914. The application deadline for
Sacramento Semester is Monday, Nov. 18.

Steen is the only hostage of the four

taken that day from the university who
remainsincaptivity.
=
During a visit to HSU in 1985, Steen
told The Lumberjack it could be

frightening
to be an American in Beirut.

“There’sa feeling of trepidation,
a feeling

that it could be me,”he said.
Steen earned his bachelor’s degree in
1969 and his master’s degree in 1980,

backing.
—
Steen escaped his captors in November

During this time he also was a sports
writer
for the Times Standard
and editor
of the Arcata Union.
In 1983 Steen began teaching
journalism courses at California State
University, Chico, where he stayed until
he went
to Beirut University College in
1983 to teach journalism
and write a

1988, but was recognized in a Beirut suburb

book about the war-tom country.

_ Steen’s captors are members of the

, or _ IslamicJihad
forthe Liberation of Palestine,
f fundamentalist
Shi'ite group with Iranian

“We provide a list of offices that want
interns and they (accepted students) go to
no fewer than three or four (interviews).
The (students) seek their own placement,”
Torcom said.

housing hasn’t been a problem,” he said.

and was quickly recaptured.

other professors teaching at Beirut

said.

said. However, CSU Sacramento has campus housing services. “Finding affordable

Torcom
HSU, ng
from ti
If you are gradua
said, you can postpone your graduation
date for a semester.
on the basis of
Each applicant is screened
their grade-point average, written work and

Steen,

“It’s a tremendous opportunity to get
away from home. It’s a social component
as well as academic,
an immediate network
and the best way toleam firsthand,” Torcom

ter. In that sense it’s not for everyone.
You're on your own for housing,” Daniel

said.

eee ee

Daniel said.

activities, Daniel said.
“It can be difficult to move for a semes-

staff or persons of staff legislature” to speak
S
in seminars.
Those encouraged to apply are “juniors
or seniors who would come back to the
local campus for a semester. You don’t
have to be a political science student to
apply, but most are. Other majors’ who
require interns might also apply,” Daniel

Students can work in such areas as legislation, the executive branch or lobby organizations, Torcom said.
The Sacramento Semester started in fall
1975. It allows students to ear 12 to 15
units in political science through an intemnship and seminars taught by faculty at
California State University, Sacramento.
These units are transferable to HSU and
can be counted as electives.
Regarding speakers, Daniel said, “They
(program coordinators) would probably
try and get a speaker of the assembly,
minority leader of the heads of committee
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Ask for Cindy Knight
1101 H St., Pythian Castle
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Tickets drive students to park legally
Heather Boling

izing they have spent more money
in fines than permits would have

LUMBERJACK STAFF

cost.

Being on time to class could

Parking Officers Sullivan and
Elaine Rennacker have noticed a
decrease in tickets issued since
the fine was raised, especially in
the case of multiple citations to
the same car.
“Just from our observations, we
have noticed fewer violations,”
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said the registered
owners of cars that do receive five
or more citations are sent a letter
inquiring about parking problems.
He said “only a handful” of such
letters have been sent out this
semester.
“What I expect to see is the
number of vehicles receiving only
one citation being in the largest
percentage,” Sullivan said.
There are also more tickets
given after dark due to lack of
knowledge of parking regulations
of non-students, Rennacker said.
“The students who are here day
after day for classes know the
routine,” she said.
Students who feel they have
been issued tickets unfairly may
challenge them. A Citation Review Request Form must be filled
out and returned to the University
Police Department. The issuing

cost you $15.
An increase of $3.50 to every
parking violation is an incentive
to park legally on campus, or anywhere in Humboldt County. An
expired meter, the most common
violation, has gone from $11.50

to $15, HSU Parking Officer
Stephen Sullivan said.
The increase was issued by the
Humboldt County Board of Supervisors this summer and went
into effect Aug. 1. It goes directly
to a county fund to help pay for
county court costs.
Brendhan Quinn, a theater arts

junior, has received at least 25
tickets in the last three years, including four at the increased cost
this semester. The cost of Quinn’s

parking violations is approximately $280. He said he is always
“only five minutes late” to the
meter.
“If you’re five minutes late, you
think if you hurry, you’re never
going to geta ticket in thatamount
of time,” he said. Quinn said he

left two citations unpaid and was
unable to register his car until he
paid them — at about triple the
original amount.
Dusty Collins, Quinn’s roommate, has received 10 to 15 tickets
in the last two years. The two have
decided to purchase parking per-

13 years. He said issuing tickets Is “only part of the job of

mits for next semester, after real-

getting people to park where they need to park.”

AK AKAIKE

we
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HSU Parking Officer Stephen Sullivan has been at HSU for

IIARIE

IAI IIIA

and California Vehicle Code violations. UPSC violations include

ing it to become a waming.
Approximately 10 percent of

parking without
a permit, parking
next to a colored curb or lettinga
meter expire. CVC violations include parking in a handicap space
without a permit and blocking
crosswalks.
Money received from parking
tickets on campus is placed in the
Fine Forfeiture Account. This
fund pays for the subsidizing of
alternate forms of transportation
such as carpools and buses, and
all literature made to promote
these formsof transportation.
Bike
racks, and the signs around campus warning bicyclists of heavypedestrian areas were also purchased from this fund, Sullivan
said.
Money received from HSU
meters and permit purchases is
divided between the California
State University chancellor’s office and the department of Public
Safety/Police. The chancellor’s
office uses its portion to fund new
parking lots.
Although meter and permit-purChase money is the only funding
for the department of Public
Safety/Police, itisa self-supported
office. The department uses this
money for all of its expenses, including salaries and office sup-

the tickets issued on campus be-

plies, Sullivan said.

officer determines whether to let
the ticket stand or void it, allow-

IIA IIH. Ls
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During the 1990-91 school year
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Maximum power,
expansion, and
flexibility with a 25
3 MHz 68040: microprocessor runs applica-

= tions up to twice as fast!

OneScanner

eee as the Mac II fx.

ee: Comes with 4 megs of
»* RAM, expandable to
ms
64 megs. Ten ports for
peripherals, up to four internal
storage devices, five NuBus
xpansion slots, supports 1 to 32 bit graphics. Built-in

PowerBooks
PowerBook
PowerBook
PowerBook

ee ease
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OneScanner™: Autoscan capability for one-step

canning. Powerful rotation, selection, and scaling
ls. Gray-scale scanning with 256 levels for
hotographic-quality black and white images.
daptive calibration for high quality print results.

cans documents up to 8.5 x 14 inches. HyperScan™

.0 software for scanning images into HyperCard®
tacks. Saves PICT, TIFF, EPS, & MacPaint® formats.

Quadra 700
Quadra 700: Apple's. #{x
highest-performance
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coprocessor. 4 to 8 megs
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desktop system. 25 MHz

Macintosh
21" Color Display
Display:

LaserWriter IIf & Ig

:
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to 32 bit graphics. Built-in AppleTalk and EtherNet
connectors.

21” color screen
allowing two full
ge of display.
Provides clear, sharp
images, even in
finely detailed

drawings. Eliminates annoying
moire patterns. Minimizes

peripherals, and two NuBus
expansion slots, supports 1

ou access to high-capacity hard disks, printers, and

ours of use before recharging,

applications up to twice as
the Mac IIfx.
with 4 megs of
expandable to 20
Nine ports for

of RAM. 24/9600
interfax modem. 20 to
O meg hard drive, and six built-in ports which give

input devices. Weighing only 5.1 to 6.8 lb. & 2 to 3
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RAM,
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PowerBook 170
Depending on model,
PowerBooks come
configured with up to a 25
MHz 68030 microproces-

AppleTalk and EtherNet connectors.
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100
140
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eyestrain by producing uniform images across the
Screen. Auto-degaussing circuit; Antiglare screen;

ilt-and-swivel base; 75-hertz screen refresh rate.
1152 pixels x 870 lines at 79 dpi.

Classic II
Classic II: The bestselling Mac now has twice
the speed! 16 MHz 68030
icroprocessor runs

application more than twice
as fast as the Mac Classic.

Monday thru Thursday - 7:45am to 6:00pm
Friday - 7:45 am to 5:00 pm
Closed Saturdays & Sundays
826-5848
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LaserWriter IIf: 300 dpi resolution enhanced

FinePrint™ for text and line art. 20 MHz 68030
icroprocessors; processes documents up to two
times
faster than the LaserWriter [INTx.

LaserWriter IIg: Same resolution and speed
the LaserWriter IIf, plus PhotoGrade™ for
highuality printing simulating 800 dpi. 5 megs of
RAM
xpandable to 32 megs.

Gegree seeking units, fulltime Staff,
and Faculty only.
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Dick Simon, a captain In the Arcata
Volunteer Fire Department
helps fight Sunday’s fire at the

Crosswinds bullding as his son
Matthew, 4, looks on. Dottle Herrod
(above), who lived in the apartment
above Crosswinds, Is comforted by
a friend as she watches her home
burn. See story, page 8.
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Crosswinds fire
Old-style construction contributed to weekend blaze
Hassanah Nelson
LUMBERJACK STAFF
Fire officials said old-fashioned
construction contributed to the rapid spread of a fire
which caused extensive damage to a historic Arcata building Sunday.

Firefighters were called to the Crosswinds restaurant’s Victorian building,
owned by the Feuerwerker
family in Arcata,

at I and 10th streets shortly before 4 p.m.
The fire was mostly in the attic area and
“caused extensive damage to the attic, roof
and down to the lower levels in the back of
the building,” said Arcata Fire Chief Ordell

Murphy.

The cause of the fire was the oven-heat

vent blowing too close to combustibles,
said Frank Toste, assistant fire chief. Combustibles included material in the wall itself

of problems in the area, not only in our

6

department,
but in other (fire) departments,”

M

any very old

businesses exist that

don’t conform to current

codes.

‘Firestorny unlikely in Arcata
The occurrence
of fire proportionate

to the ones which raged through the hills
of Oakland and Berkeley this week is

possible on the North Coast, but would

be more easily controlled,
fire officials
said
Fire danger is a reality in this area due
to the dry summer, but a fire would not
likely spread to the dimensions of the
Oakland fire because of this area’s higher
humidity
and lower temperatures,
said
Arcata
Fire Chief Ordell Murphy.

The problems in the Oakland fire were
intensified because of narrow access

roads and the high concentration
of people
in the Bay Area, Murphy said.
“We don't have that kind of concen-

FRANK TOSTE
assistant fire chief

tration of people in residential areas here,”

he said.
Major fires are more likely in the inland portions of Humboldt County where
ar hotter and drier than the coast, he

In the event of a major fire or other
natural disaster, the county's Office of
Emergency Services would coordinate
with statewide services to cope with the
situation,
—

and things lying too close to the oven.
Firefighters said the fire started in the
wall behind the ovens, traveled up the wall
into the second story of the building and

into the attic.
The fire’s rapid spread was due to the
“balloon” construction of the building, with
“air spaces from the walls to the attic. It was
the type of construction at the time (the

Victorian era of the mid-to-late 1800s).
That type of construction has caused a lot

Murphy said.
“Balloon” construction was used because
it was cheaper, he said.
Both the “balloon” construction and the
condition of the oven being too close to
combustible material are things which are
prohibited under current building codes,
Toste said.
Crosswinds is a “non-conforming business,” he said, which means it doesn’t
conform to some of the safety standards
required of newer structures.
“Many very old businesses exist that
don’t conform to current codes,” Toste
said, because they were built before those
codes were adopted.
The original portion of the Crosswinds
building was built in 1876, said Arcata
historian Suzy Van Kirk. The Queen Annestyle exterior was built in 1902.
Toste said modern buildings have fire
breaks which help keep fires contained.
The breaks usually consist of two-byfours turned on end in the wall, which block
the hot air from travelling upward and
spreading the fire to other areas in the
building.
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Charlie Pacek of
Arcata puts the
finishing touches
on his Styrofoam

“pagan god” which

will appear in the
Pretenders
Productions’
Haunted House on
the Arcata Plaza
this week.

Fire takes Arcata home
Resident afforded little warning
Anything with cloth or mattresses has to

Hassanah Nelson
LUMBERJACK STAFF

go. Some of my clothes
are at the cleaners to try to get the smoke out,” Herrod
said.

Acrid yellow and black smoke bil-

lowed from the roof and eaves of the

The building as well as the business

are insured, she said.
“We have to take inventory (of the
damage). The (insurance) adjuster is
coming from Sacramento, But everything is up in the air right now,” she said.
Crosswinds co-owner Charlie
Ellington said there wasalmostno
waming the building was on fire. He and

Crosswinds restaurant’s Victorian
building, owned by the Feuerwerker

JASON LOVE/ THE LUMBERJACK

Frightful offerings at haunted house

ta,
family in Arcaat
I and 10th streets
Sunday.
p.m.
4
before
shortly

_ The Fire Department received the

911 call from Crosswinds co-owner

and manager Laurie Totaro at 3:50

Insane Asylum and the Guillotine Girls.
Starting out as an actor in the haunted

Chas Moffett
LUMBERJACK STAFF

house five years ago, Worthington now par-

They’re back — and they’re at it again.
“The Retum of Poltergeist on the Plaza”
is the theme for the fifth annual Haunted
House by Pretenders Productions, which
opens with a two-hour children’s show this
Friday at 6 p.m.
Forever being moved by restless souls
and wandering spirits, this year’s Haunted
House is located at 773 8th St., just across
from the Arcata Plaza, between G and H
Streets.

After the children’s show, Pretenders
Productions will present ‘‘Hard Core Scare”
from 8 p.m. to midnight for adults. This
show is not recommended for children.
The Halloween event will feature past
favorites like “Cafe Satan and the Torture
Chamber,” said 27-year-old HSU graduate
Eric Worthington. Offerings include the
Demented Babies Room, Rocker Suicide,

ticipates in the management of the project,
but still likes to keep his hands dirty. The
1991 graduate said his alter-ego will be
involved with the “sacrificial blood-letting
caves. It’s actually more of a heart-wrenching, than blood-letting, but yeah, that’s what
I do.”
“Pretenders Productions, a non-profit organization,
isa group of 40-50 morbid people
who get together every Halloween” said
Charlie Pacek, whois in this group of morbid
people.
He is one of many community artists who
donate time, labor and effort for the annual
project, which had a budget of $5,000 this
year.
Show dates for “The Retum of Poltergeist
on the Plaza” are this Friday and Saturday
and Oct. 29 through Nov. 1. Admission is $2

for children and $3 for adults.

mm.

cluding overhaul and investigation,”

was the first sign,” Ellington said.

_ said Ordell Murphy, Arcata fire chief,
‘on Monday.
-“Twobrand-new
smoke alarms were

and it started flooding the ceiling. |

“Water came in through the system
thought our pipes had broken,” Totaro

upstairs and not one went off,” said
‘Dottie Herrod, manager of Feuerwerker
| Properties, who lived in the upstairs
apartment above the restaurant.

said
Then the Ansel smoke detectors went
off in the kitchen.

Herrod said she feared she’d lose
everything and be forced to find another place to live.

system, in case of oil fires,” Ellington
said.
Ellington and Totaro have been coowners of the Crosswinds restaurant for

“The Ansel system is a dry chemical

“T had no warning. I was watching
the fire in the Bay Area on television.
The manager (Totaro) called from
downstairs
and by the time I got downStairs, there was nothing but smoke.
I’m fortunate I got out.
“After
the fire, we gotin to get some
of my things, but I can’t move in again.

CWhat Goes Around Comes Around

almost six years.

A dollar figure hasn't been determined
for the damage,
but it should be assessed

within a few weeks, Murphy said.
Whether the building will be re-opened
is still up in the air — it depends
on the

extent of insurance coverage, he said.
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Fresh Baked Breads * Breakfast Pastries ® Cookies
Chocolate Truffles ® Espresso Coffees % Cafe Seating

Specialty Cakes : Wedding Cakes

10% Student Discount

Now Serving Focaccia at Lunch

with Valid I.D.

OPEN 7 DAYS

Binder Paper
Binders
Computer Paper
Report Covers
Portfolios
Plastic Desk Trays
Envelopes
Typing Paper

209 E Street
Old Town,
Eureka
445-2923

822-0527

2223 Harrison Ave.
Eureka
442-1336
é

IESPRESSO
y

600 F Street
Uniontown Shopping
Center ¢ Arcata
826-9000

COFFEE
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EPI@RE®
p

AGA
SYRYTON ELAS
833 H Street

Totaro were in the restaurant kitchen.
“The sprinkler system went off. That

, “Tt took an hour
to put it out and we
| were on the scene for four hours, in-
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<pEatunnc GOLD RUSH COFFEE
roasted on the Humboldt Coast.

AND, from local bakeries— fresh pastries, bagels,

scones, muffins, croissants, cookies and cakes.

Arcata Plaza

BROWSE through our unique selection
of gift baskets featuring Humboldt County
food, beer and wine.

HOURS:
M-Th 8:30-5:30
F-Sat 8:30-11
Sunday 10-5

I N Jacosy's STOREHOUSE @ ON THE PLAZA @ ARCATA © 826-2064
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Hemp: weekend festival not a ‘smoke-in’
* Continued from front page
The county NORML chapter received
the permit for the festival from the city, and
will be charged around $700 in fees,
Symanzik said. Two Arcata police officers
will also be on duty in the park, with their

$260 overtime pay covered by organizers.
Despite complaints from CCA, the City
Council has declined to take any action
against Hemp Fest West, with Mayor Victor Schaub defending the constitutional right
of the event to take place and Councilmember Bob Omelas accusing CCA of
being hypocritical.
“I believe they’re just trying to make an
issue to drive a wedge between the City
Council and the people (it) represents,”

(

all over the county.”
Symanzik said he has spoken with
Stafford, and welcomes the plan.
“They're exercising the same right we
are, free speech, and I just hope they keep it
peaceful,” Symanzik said. “We aren’t breaking any laws.”
“We care about drug abuse just like anyone else in the community, and I don’t
advocate breaking laws — we’re looking to
reform laws where hemp is concerned,”
Symanzik said.

emp does not get

you high — you could
smoke a joint a foot
long and it would not
alter you.

OPEN
590

133)

Bro

Arcata
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being hypocritical. If they really cared about
drug abuse, they would be out there campaigning against cigarettes. Marijuana kills
59 people every year, and tobacco kills

D

OX

DAVID WHITMAN
HSU history senior

Each way from S.F. based ona
roundtrip purchase:

400,000.”
“‘As someone in the transportation industry, I’ve seen how drugs can be a problem,”
Thomas said. “The reference was never
made to all the deaths from marijuana that
are caused by other means, and that’s our
point.”
CCA secretary Margaret Stafford said a
counter-demonstration is definitely planned
for Saturday, starting around noon near
Arcata Church of the Nazarene on 13th
Street and then moving to Redwood Park.
“We plan to bring picket signs, and I’m
hoping for a couple hundred people,”
Stafford said. “There’s been interest from

INTERNATIONAL PRoGRaMs}
|

Street
lo

Ornelas said. “‘And toCCA I say that they’re

In addition to representatives of CCA,
several persons in favorof the festival spoke
at the council’s Oct. 16 meeting, accusing
CCA of trying to censor their views and
objecting to accusations the event was going to be a “smoke-in.”
“The festival is here to discuss economic
benefits from hemp,” said HSU history
senior David Whitman. “Hemp does not
get you high — you could smoke a joint a
foot long and it would not alter you.”
Thomas, who works for Joe Costa Trucking, said figures such as Ornelas’ ignore the
deaths caused indirectly by marijuana.

EVERYDAY
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§StTupent EXxcHance

Gourmet Italian Dinners
Pizza - Pasta
World Famous Spinach Pies
Homemade Soups & Salads
Vegetarian Specialities
Espresso - Cafe Mochas
“Great food and lots of it!”

Casual Dining or Take-Out
216 E Street
Old Town, Euraka
445-0100

Los Angeles
New York
London
Guatemala

$ 29*
$153*
$235°
$245*

Tokyo

$269*

Sydney

$465*

Resinctions apply and feres may change withOut notice. Many more destinations eveilebie.

Council Travel
312 Sutter Street #407
San Francisco, CA 94108

Humboladt’s First
Smoke-Free Restaurant

415-421-3473

Big Enough to Deal, Small Enough to Care

|

A Program offering qualified C.S.U. students the
opportunity to study in one of 15 countries for an aca-

demic year.

ePay regular campus fees

°H.S.U resident credit

¢Financial aid
Variety of academic fields

Foreign, Domestic, 4x4
9th&l

Central Ave.

Arcata
829-242]

McKinieyville
839-1574

-*GENERAL INFORMATION MEETING+}

Monday, November 4, 4:00-5:00
:

or

EERIE
I
OIEate

_ Tuesday, November 5, 1:00-2:00
Kate Buchanan Room, University Center
For more info contact:
Bill Arnett
Siemens Hall 215
826-6189

Your Bead Store
We're here fo show you how!
e Beads © Sheet Metals « Leather © Tools eFindinys ¢ Silver Wire e
e Books ¢ Jewelry Supplies ¢ Classes e
...and

most

importantly,

On the Plaza ¢ Arcata © 826-957?

HELP!

CLASSES COMING MID SEPT.
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Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 1991 and 1990

on the plaza,
Arcata

Assets

Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
On hand and in commercial accounts............+++0+« $163,450

Sidelines Sport Bar

Savings account.........::ssssrsseseeressssnenssrsrsessenssesseen _—_ 27.690
Total Cash and Cash Equivalents................ $191,140

HAPPY HOUR
oS

M-Th

5-8p.m.

==—s

Friday

4-8p.m,

Time certificates of deposit.........sssscsecseseeeeesenaeneeneeseneneaes 597,469

See

glass__pint
__ pitcher

Bud/Henry’'s

75¢

Anchor Steam

Steelhead Ale

$1.50

$3.25

2.25

5.25

1.25

Receivables:
Accounts Receivable...........:ssssssssssesessseesseecsreeeesseeseees 121,738
Note receivable, amount due within
ONE YOAM.......sessseessseessecesssseceerseeenecesennasessssaenssnnansesesnsanens =):

Matin] FRmOOL
VAD TGM :cicsscsiasssassssdessnsadgankasicaasiasbectastins $121,738

B Remetes
| schoapps $1.25 a SHOT!

OS

a

eMiller Bets

Drafte

Tey VAT LONER cishisearpsscesece
cess snadcenisneiaadis shaaesaanbansacansasbancalead 80,313
Prepaid ExPenses............csssssrrsesesersssensecsoressesensesecnenseeeg __ 18,105
Total Current ASssets...........::sssssssesseesssssseessney $1,008,765
Fixed Assets:

OAL

Building improveMeEnts.........ssssecsesserereerseeseeserecsenssees $141,207
Equipment, furniture, fixtures,
ANG VEWICIOS ss scasscacsssinssdinait
oats ssissanasetatanttaghanalitaisanoeasdia
Toten ss vassosssidssdaadahaceaseinhoh
inant ac taeaMtaeice ate $637,326
Less accumulated Depreciation............sssssssssseecserseee 333,748
Total Fixed Assets...........::sscssssssccseecssssseeseceseeeees $303,578

75¢ a Glass $2.50 a Pitcher
Give away with every pitcher during the game!

gum

$1.50 Hot dog & draft Ga

Note receivable, amount due after
COTNG WE sence Uakoedo unas ceatantsisccandassesaisssadsvanactssencedeanashasnnneanaahary

WEDNESDAY
“HENRY'’S
Private

75¢

HUMP
Reserve

NIGHT”
&

TUS) AA RN casas nics capsansassancizekashibeassaiacitarbaneltaial $1..344.735

Dark

Liabiliti

a glass $3.25 a pitcher

1 Fund Bal

Liabilities:
Current liabilities:

THURSDAY

POOH

75¢ a Glass $2.50 a Pitcher
rativ

°$1.50 poppers!

y

EVAR isi50i5s 40000 saiseersestrtatarnseanceecatel $ 21,972

Accrued liabilities.................:ssssccssccssssesssesssseseees 158,060
Advance payMment............scssssssecseesseescesseceneceees 263,916
Total Current Liabilities...................... $443.948
Prati Bee i08 sss ovisdasnens cacasacksivinveendgvenedtiavescasteaseen
cel 900,787

eMiller Genuine Drafte aj
n

-0-

Noncurrent prepaid Cxpense..........sccssssecesesssreesseesesseneees 32.392

Total Liabilities & Fund Balance.............ccssssessssesssssscscees $1.344.735

fl

Further inquiry can be made by contacting the
Lumberjack Enterprises Accounting Office at 826-3451

Keep the glass!-

ARCATA BOWL

B»)es)sa

|

ae

oe

OPEN
8 a.m.-10p.m. 7 Days a Week

Golden Grain Noodle Roni
Entrees

5o.z.

77¢

Hilcrest AA Large Eggs
79¢ dozen

HENRY’S BEER
Ale, Regular & Dark

Westwood

¢

Newly Remodeled

offers

Arcade Room

Daily Happy Hour

6 pack bottles

$2.99

Pin Room
Video Games

¢ Pool Tables

Dart Boards
+C.I.V.

Sunny Brae

- " Cutten

HSU Special Events
Fund

Raisers

Clubs Welcome

Your Family Fun Center
Your Hosts: Sal and Laura Tripoli
793 K Streets Arcata

°822-2453¢
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Off-roaders threaten b each vegetation
Michele Spring
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Lesile Weiss
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Increased off-road-vehicle traffic is
threatening vegetation and wildlife on the
18.5-mile stretch of coast from Table Bluff
to Mad River Beach.
The Humboldt Beach and Dunes Advisory Committee is examining the problem
and the management plan for the north and
south spits. Pending a public-use survey
and three environmental studies, it will
draft a report and make recommendations
for future use plans
to the Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors.
Dave Rocha, a member of the Humboldt
Beach and Dunes Advisory Committee and

the Humboldt Buggy Association (HBA),

said careless off-road use wasn’t a problem
until all-terrain vehicles (ATVs) became

popular.

“When the three-wheeler hit the market,
that’s when it got crazy,” Rocha said.
The north and south spits are divided into
areas designated either for preservation,
education or off-road vehicle (ORV) use.

In addition, there are privately owned parcels on the spits.
Portions of two areas owned by the Bureau of Land Management on the north spit
are open to ORVs. Of the BLM’s 300-acre
Samoa Dunes Recreation Area — near the
north jetty — about 125 acres are open to
ORVs. The other parcel, located south of
the Lanphere-Christensen Dunes, also has
sections open to ORVs.
Only one other area on the north spit is
open to ORVs. Louisiana Pacific Corp.
allows ORVs on its land across from its
Samoa pulp mill, L-P spokesperson Lois
Busey said.
Andrea Pickart, director of the Northern

California chapter of the Nature Conservancy and member of the Humboldt Beacl:
and Dunes Advisory Committee, said most
people don’t realize that areas are designat
for ed
specific uses and that much of the
land is divided into parcels owned privately, in which case users can be cited for
trespassing.
In August, the Nature Conservancy was
awarded $2,800 in restitution for damages
caused by ATV users who trespassed on the

Warm temperatures reduce

timber, salmon harvests
Highs of 76 degrees
records for those days
1887, respectively.
There was no rain
four times in the past
five

Oct. 3 and 82 degrees Oct. 10 tied
in Eureka that stood since 1889 and
in September, which has happened only
104 years. Rainfall for each of the past

years has been below normal.

Rainfall-to-date this season (beginning July 1) was 1.50” on
Oct 21. The normal to-date amount is 2.83”.
Normal rainfall for October is 2.71", with the bulk of that

coming in the second half of the month.
“It’s normal to have droughts,” said Sheryl Towle of the
National Weather Service in Eureka. “It’s just a question of
when will it break. Nobody knows the answer to that.”

*

“.

The number of trees that will die in
1991 on Forest Service
operty
in California due to the rought

could build 100,000 houses.

Humboldt Coun
’s timber
roduction in 1990 could

uild 60,000 houses.

The drought has also affected fish populations. Salmon runs
are down on the whole Pacific Coast.

Fall Chinook salmon runs on the Klamath river have
declined
each of the past five years, and the count this year is
also expected to be low.
Salmon populations have been adversely affected by warmer
ocean temperatures and severe forest fires near spawning
streams
in recent years, as well as by the drought.
;
While not all salmon runs have been as bad as the Chinook,
“the overall situation is not good,” said a Department of Fish
and Game spokesman.

Rain is expected for Friday, with showers on Saturday. The
30-day weather forecast is for near-normal rainfall and

temperatures.
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Carolyn Martizan, HSU undeclared junior, cruises along Mad River

Beach in her off-road-vehicie. This type of recreation Is harming fragile

vegetation along the north and south spits of Humboldt Bay.
Lanphere-Christensen Dunes, a preserved
other preserve — the Cooperative Managearea located off Young Lane.
ment Area — is managed jointly by the
The Lanphere-Christensen Dunes are
Nature Conservancy, L-P and the BLM.
managed by the Nature Conservancy. AnThe dunes are particularly important because of rare plants, said John St. Marie,
director of Friends of the Dunes Preserve.
Vehicles, coupled with some interesting
plant dynamics, threaten the existence of
plant life indigenous to Humboldt County,
he said.
In the 1800s the yellow bush lupine, a
hearty plant from the Bay Area, was introduced to the dunes by the wife of the lighthouse keeper, St. Marie said.
“(The lupine) is pushing out native habitat that has evolved to live in this area,” St.
Marie said.
When ORVs ride over vegetation, rare
Normal
1991
1990
1989
1988
1987
plant life is destroyed which will not grow
Eureka’s seasonal rainfall (July 1-June 30)
back because of salt spray, constant wind
and the lack of nutrient soil. However, St.
The rain that finally came late last night is too late for
Marie said the lupine, which is an “aggresmany inland trees.
sive”
plant, will grow back.
About six billion board feet of timber have died on Forest
Rocha said HBA has been active in initiService land in California during the five-year drought.
ating
procedures to protect wildlife of the
The Forest Service expects to harvest about half of that.
The rest is in environmentally sensitive areas, is protected or
dunes and educate the public.
is too scattered.
HBA lobbied through the Bureau of Land
Coastal forests have not been as severely affected, except
Management to have fences erected to proat higher elevations. This is due partly to the normally high
tect the endangered Menzies’ wallflower
rainfall on the North Coast, plus heavy late-spring rains in
and the beach layia. These species are enrecent years.
dangered because of tenacious plants, such
“That’s been a real lifesaver for our trees,” said National
as the yellow bush lupine and European
Forest Service Timber and Fire Manager George Lottritz.
beachgrass, which were introduced to this
Louritz said, however, that large fuel (3” and larger
area around the turn of the century.
limbs and logs) in the forest is “drier than it’s ever been.”
He said it’s fortunate there haven't been many forest fires
These plants have become so strongly
this year. “We've been real lucky,” he said.
adapted to this area’s environment that the
roots are starving those of the Menzies’
wallflower and beach layia. The use of
ORVs is compounding the risk to the endangered species.
Both Rocha and Pickart emphasized that
the problem exists not with members of
ORV clubs. The clubs keep to the designated riding areas and follow the appropriate rules, they said.
However, people from out of the area
misuse the dunes and unknowingly or not,
ride on areas which are privately owned or
specified for preservation, they said.
Trespassing on the preserve means entering the area during closed hours or using it
for undesignated purposes. The LanphereChristensen Dunes are open Monday
through Friday.
Even though ORV associations and the

Sources: U.S. Forest Service, National Weather Service, Cail. Dept. of Fish and Game, Humboldt County Tax Collector

See Dunes, next page
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Dunes: Committee will examine beach management

Survey site

Mad River Bea

Nature Conservancy have been at odds for
years, Rocha said they work cooperatively
through the Humboldt Beach and Dunes
Advisory Committee to assess what areas
of the dunes should be used for education,
preservation or recreation.
“We have hada lot of cooperation from
the OHV clubs,” Pickart said.
She said the clubs have helped educate
users on legal and illegal uses of ORVs.
“The beach is sometimes seen as a noman’s land,” said Christine Klein, a planner with the Humboldt County Planning

Mad Rive
Med River
County Beach

Pacific
Ocean

on squatters residing there who are impacting the environment.
Before drafting a report and making rec-

¢ Continued from previous page

i]

LanphereChristensen
Dunes Preserve

Bureau of Land
Management

Klein said because of the large number
of land owners on the north and south
spits, creating a management plan that
satisfies all is difficult.
The Beach and Dunes Advisory Committee has already made a recommendation to the Board of Supervisors stating the
county should acquire the south spit. The
committee acted on the south spit first,
Klein said, because of attention focused

od River

Louisiana-

Slough and Dunes
Cooperative
Management Area

Ay

sory committee, Klein said, “is looking at
the range of options and the ramifications
of each one.
HSU journalism students are assisting
the advisory committee by conducting public surveys to determine who uses the dunes
and what restrictions should be placed on
them.

The advisory committee is also waiting
for results from three environmental studies by contracted consultants who are developing an inventory of vegetation, wildlife and dunes processes. The studies will

Department.

Pacific Corp.

ommendations for the north spit, the advi-

also analyze impacts on wildlife and identify areas of special concern, Klein said.
After itevaluates results from these studies, the committee will make recommendations concerning ORV use to the Humboldt
County Board of Supervisors, which will
hold public hearings on land-use plans. If
any major changes in land use are made,
these will be subject for review by the
California Coastal Commission.
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NORTHTOWN
ART SUPPLY

Create A Space...

448-9994"

lieth @GSt.- ARCATA 5th &VSt. - EUREKA!
ies

SHRINK WRAP
POSTERS e CARDS
RECYCLED PAPER:
PADS e JOURNALS
SKETCHBOOKS

A room of your own may not
be possible—but a space for
your creativity is essential!
A corner of any room

becomes a workspace with
our studio tables at $99.00

and $129.00. FREE LAMP

with purchase thru Oct.

31st, or while supplies last.

For casual dining...

or take out

15th & G Sts. - ARCATA - 822-2942. OPEN 7 DAYS!

761 8th Street
On the Arcata Plaza

WM

or:

on your lunch, dinner
or take out with coupon

aul] penop Suofe in>

Opens 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. daily,
weekend open at.noon

Call for take outs and reservations

Read the
National section
in the next issue of

Vegetarian dinners served

The Lumberjack

822-6105
Parties welcome « Smoking area available

7

Additional parking on 7th St. entrance
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Coroner deals with life and death
Tim Epperson
SCIENCE EDITOR

Liz Neely
LUMBERJACK STAFF

Humboldt County Coroner Glenn Sipma
might not be Quincy, but he’s close.
The county coroner is the advocate of the
deceased. His sole interest lies in investigating deaths, He is not a doctor. There is a
pathologist who is responsible for autopsies and determining medical causes of
death.
“There are three things that I am responsible for — the circumstances surrounding
the death, the mode of death and the cause
of death,” Sipma said.
The coroner also signs the death certificate before the body can be buried or cremated. He is also a peace officer and can
make arrests if he determines foul play at
the scene of a crime. For example, if a child
dies and the coroner determines the child
was beaten to death, he has the authority to
arrest a suspect based on evidence at the
scene,
Although Sipma is not a pathologist, he
does assist in actual post-mortems (autopsies). The only pathologist in Humboldt
County is disabled and uses a wheelchair,
so Sipma and the deputy coroner act as the
pathologist’s hands during the procedure.

The pathologist determines and records
the cause of death. If the cause is determined to be unnatural — whether it is an
accident, homicide or suicide — the coroner then decides
if an investigation is needed.
All violent deaths fall under the jurisdiction of the coroner’s office. Violent deaths
include homicides, suicides and accidents.
Some deaths are not investigated by the
coroner, such as natural deaths and illness,
unless the family requests an autopsy.
“Sometimes relatives of cancer
and AIDS
victims want an autopsy because the victims usually die of a condition brought on
by the disease. The families want to know
what actually caused the death,” Sipma
said.
In 1990, 1,100 deaths were reported in
Humboldt County. Only 300 required au-

SEXUAL PREFERENCE
DISCRIMINATION
At the last Council meeting, a resolution was unanimously passed opposing the use of HSU facilities by organizations which discriminate against
students on the basis of sexual preference. If you want more information
concerning the effects of this resolution contact A.S. Legislative VP Dina
Goodwill at 826-5414.

topsies.

The coroner is also responsible for the
possessions of the deceased. When someone dies, the coroner secures the person’s
residence. All of the person’s valuables are
tagged, marked and stored in a safe until the
next of kin claims the property.
The identity of a dead person is sometimes difficult to determine. If there is no
identification on the body, fingerprints or
dental records must be used.

ADVISE YOUR DEAN
TINA BOLLING) THE LUMBERJACK

“The body is a fascinating piece of
machinery,” Glenn Sipma,
Humboldt County Coroner, said.
He handies all deaths that have

suspicious circumstances.

See Coroner, next page
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WILSON VETOS REFUND
Governor Wilson vetoed SB976, the
bill which would have appropriated
$42 million to the CSU system and
decreased Spring registration fees by
10percent. Hundredsof HSU students
wrote or signed letters to Wilson asking
him to sign SB976. Now it's time to let
Wilson know what we think about his
veto and lack of support regarding
higher education in California.
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445-9135
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Are you interested in getting involved
and learning more about your college
at the same time? Then a Dean's
Advisory Committee might be what
you're looking for. The committee's
purpose is to provide a direct line of
communication between students and
their Dean, thereby informing the
Deans about issues affecting students.
One representative from each department or major is being sought for each
college's advisory committee. For
more information, contact your A.S.
representative at 826-5413.

Everything
from
top to toe!
¢ Feather Masks

FEEDBACK NEEDED

¢ Feather Boas

Like what the A.S. Government is up

* Body Gels
¢ Costumes
* Gloves
© Garters
¢ Fishnet Stockings

to? Hate it? Don't know what we're
doing? LET US KNOW! Drop
by the
A.S. Offices located in the South
Lounge. (under the Bookstore)

OR CALL...

A Catholic Student Organization

A.S. President 826-5412
Vice Presidents 826-5414
CSSA & PR 826-5415
All College Reps. 826-5413

Mass 5:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain: Father John Rogers

COUNCIL MEETINGS

HSU NEWMAN
COMMUNITY

Ga
Hal

|

$
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HSU

Netural
Resouces

LUTBERAN

ISTE.

_ ie (gsi nson®

A.S. Council meetings are every other
Monday at 6:00 p.m. Stop by and find
out what's going on. Also, there is a
general forum during the meetings
when anyone can speak about anything they want for 10 minutes. Let us
know what's on YOUR mind.

i

A
16th Si.

Bayshore Mall ¢ Eureka
7hSenet
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CENTER

442-0220
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Coroner

Sipma
said he takes responsibility for the
body if no one claims it by making burial

¢ Continued from previous page

If an autopsy must be performed on a
body, Sipma places it on a rubber
sheet and

“We had a drowning last week near Shelter Cove,” Sipma said.
“His fingerprints were unidentifiable because they were so pruned from the water.
Weare in the process of blowing the fingers
up with a liquid so we can identify them,”
he said.
Sipma said when he has established identification, it can be difficult to locate the
relatives and when he does, the relatives
often don’t want to have anything to do
with the bodies.
“I come from a family of eight children
and we were all close. I can’t believe how
many brothers and sisters haven’t seen each
other in years,” Sipma said.

strips it of all its clothing. The rubber sheet
catches any valuable evidence that falls off

SD

(

arrangements.

the body. The body is then placed in a
plastic body bag and stored in a cooler at 33
degrees Fahrenheit. The evidence is analyzed by the coroner to determine
if there
was any foul play.
Sipma said he never gets used to handling dead bodies, especially thoseof children.

“I don’t just deal with dead bodies, I also
deal with live ones,” Sipma said. “When I

have to go to ahouse and tell the family that

their child has died in an accident, this is
hard to deal with. Family emotions are the
worst.”

| don’t just deal

with dead bodies, I also

deal with live ones. 9

GLENN SIPMA
county coroner
Sipma tells the families of victims if the
can be
or tissue which
organs ed
has as
dece
donated. If the family agrees, surgeons remove the organs within24 hours after death,
otherwise they lose their viability. The heart,
kidneys and liver must be removed while
the person is still alive. Removal of these

H.I.P.

Desktop publishing

organs are often done if the person is brain
dead and is being kept alive by life-support.
“The human body is a marvelous piece of
machinery,” Sipma said. “It just kills me
when I see a young person laid out on the

table due to drug or alcohol abuse and this
person has a clean heart and healthy organs

that can’t be used.”
The coroner
is appointed by the Board of
Supervisors for a four-year term. Sipma has
been appointed three times. He was formerly an operations officer at Bank of
America in Eureka for 16 years.
“I think the reason why I was appointed

was because of my administration experience,” Sipma said.
Sipma said he has attended classes in

pathology and law enforcement since he
was appointed and said he has worked with
14 different pathologists
and has performed
about 2,000 autopsies since 1980.

444-9671

HUMBOLDT COUNTY'S LARGEST SELECTION OF
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR FOREIGN CARS

from start to finish.
Discover Kinko's.

STUDENTS

Improve the a
rance of your
rinted materials with the Rel of
ko's. We offer a full line of
Macintosh® Desktop Publishing
services, Saennn aoses

10% OFF ALL IMPORT PARTS
except sale and special order items

assistance, typesetting,

reproduction and
finishing services.
From flyers to

reports to

resumes,
Kinko's
can help

i

the copy center
Open 7 Days

i
622-8712
116th & GSt.- ARCATA

s
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Eden Opsahl is a highly motivated and involved individual. She is currently a Living Group Advisor on campus
and is also a member of HSU’s Cheerleading Squad. Eden
has a positive influence on everyone who meets her. Eden
is a Sophomore studying psychology and nutrition.
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kinko’s
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Valid with this coupon. Expires 12/31/91

i

Open
7 Days

445-3334
5th & V St. - EUREKA!
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25% Off Typesetting
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you improve

This ad sponsored by the Residence Hall
Association,

-\ NORTHTOW
BOOKS

Eden Opsahl

Associated Students, Center Arts, and other
on Campus organizations.
If you would like to nominate a member

of your organization: Cal} OR WRITE TO:
Ruth Bennett
214 Nelson Hall East

THE GENERAL IN HiS
LABYRINTH,

826 - 3361

by Gabriel Garcia

Marquez, $9.95. A fictional histo

of Simon Bolivar by the author o

“One Hundred Years of Solitude.”
POSSESSION, by A.S. Byatt,

$12.00. A romance by England's
Booker Prize winner. The

LA.

Times compared her style to our

favorite writer James Joyce.

LANDSCAPE PAINTED WITH
TEA, by Milorad Pavic, $12.00. A

modern odyssey by the world
renowned Yugoslavian writer.

TO THE AMERICAN INDIAN:
REMINISCENCES OF A

YUROK WOMAN, by Lucy
Thompson, $12.95. Another

wonderful book of local interest

from ree

foreward

Press,

witha

by Peter Palmauist, and

i introduction by our friend Julian
ang.
SONGS OF THE DOOMED by
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson, $9.00.
Need we say more

patagonia’
CAPILENE® UNDERWEAR
Swen happens. Skiers, sailors, paddlers, fishermen and

climbers are all the same when you get down to it. Capilene®

Underwear, available in four weights, is uniquely effective at
wicking moisture from the skin and dispersing it.
You sweat, it works.

NORTHERN
we MOUNTAIN
SUPPLY
5th & Commercial St. « Eureka

Open 7 Days A Week ¢ 445-1711
© Patagonia, Inc. 1990 Photo: NEWTON MORGAN
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Cusfom Cosfumes and Masks!

Qualify Experienced Clothing.
Vintage Handcrafted Jewelry.
All at Reasonable Prices!
‘Two great pizzas! One low price? Always! Always!

854 9th St. Arcata, 822-0945

Acress the hell from Case De Que Pasa.
October 31st

“"

“ Sy

“Halloween

Costume Party
Ritz Gift Certificate ($100)
for best two custumes!

faa
1a

Brain Hemorrhage Tooters $1
Special good with Coupon on 10/31 only
ace to Dr. Ros& sThe Soul Twiste

for

pa

ee

best

costumes!

wre
75¢

$3.00
No

1 als

a glass

a pitcher

Cover

Chargs
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Scare up some fun
with a Halloween
card and costume
from Hallmark!
Our Boo Bazaar has it all —
come in while the Ghouls are

T-Shirt

getting it on!

DAVID'S +tallmanrk SHOP
600 F Street, Uniontown Square
Arcata, California
Ph. 822-6242

eCarne Asada
eChile Colorado

703101 MAS
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Orders
To Go

Separate Smoking &
Non-Smoking
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822-5820

850 Cresent Way « Arcata i:
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Howling good
deals you
can’t beat!

OCTOBER2S5 - 26.
FRI & SAT

NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMITTED
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Performance Artist

presents

Guillermo.
Gomez-Pena
Experience cultural vertigo as
this award-winning
performance artist presents the

border guide’s arrival to the
“strange land of opportunity”
called Califas. A multi-faceted
portrait of the contemporary
Mexican/US border experience.

$9 general
$6 students & seniors

November 1, 8pm

El Teatro de la Esperanza

al

men
ave
urves
In its unique bi-lingual, bicultural style, the jokes about
feminine beauty, food,
abussive or elusive males and

“la migra,” (the immigration
officials), hit hard with a
message about the absurdity

of trying to fit a stereotype.

$13 general

as

mi

P

Zmi

$8 students & seniors

Old Creamery Dance Center
Red hot reggae jams from
Jamaica’s most unusual
personality.

$10 general
$7 HSU students

Friday, November 8, 9pm

GHRATEFULLY
YOURS
Featuring Kingfish;
Tom Constanten, former keyboardist for the Dead;
David Nelson from the Jerry Garcia Acoustic Band and
New Riders of the Purple Sage.
$8 general / $5 HSU students

Monday, November 11, 8pm

Laurie

Anderson

Thursday, October 31, 9pm

Jose Gutiérrez

Presenting her new work
“Voices from Beyond.” This
politically pointed solo
piece will deal with issues
such as the Gulf War,
censorship of the arts,
and the exclusion of
women from power in

The Depot, HSU
Traditional folk music of
Veracruz, Mexico.

$10 all tickets

Evening with

os Lobos

America.

$15 general
$12 HSU students

A special program by this
Grammy Award winning East
L.A. band.
$19 general

Pil

$14 students & seniors

Chicano Voices sponsored in part

Accommodations by

by Los Bagels

North Coast Inn

Info & MC/Visa phone orders:

All performances at HSU Van
Duzer Theatre unless otherwise
noted.

Tickets:
The Works, Eureka & Arcata

The New Outdoor Store, Arcata
University Ticket Office,
Nelson Hall East, HSU

“e393
.
2 7

0

~
~*

Wednesday, November 13, Spm

Albert
Collins
6 The Icebreakers
The Master of
the Telecaster!
“The most powerful
guitarist in the
world.” Musician
Magazine

$15 general
$12 HSU students

CURRENTS
The Lumberjack
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‘Cabaret’ serves up singing, dancing
Bea Tomaselli
LUMBERJACK

STAFF

The HSU theater department’s production of “Cabaret” can be
characterized by one word: fun.
Two things make this musical production especially intriguing:
Bernadette Henderson’s lively direction and Gregory LawrencePulver’s creative, high-energy, often risqué choreography.
This classic musical is set in 1930 Berlin and the action centers
around the exotic Kit Kat Klub cabaret. The cabaret’s song and
dance routines serve as a clashing back drop — and sometimes
metaphor — to the rise of Hitler’s Nazi Germany.
David McMullin shined brilliantly as the cabaret’s master of
ceremonies. His singing, dancing and acting were magnificent. He
made a marvelous focal point for the musical.
Another shining star of this production was Lynne Safier, who
played motel-owner Fraulein Schneider. Safier’s singing was good
and her acting performance was the most believable of anyone in the
production. Her German accent would fool Helmut Kohl.
Gerald Beck’s scenic design is creative and fun as well. The
cabaret is built in two stories, with a downstairs bar and dance floor
topped by a large balcony.
There are not many front-row seats
available for this production. A large partof
Beck’s dance floor stretches across the first
few rows of theater seats which serve as the
foundation for that portion of the floor.
This clever stage design causes the
>
audience members to feel like they are
patrons at the Kit Kat Klub. Viewers sitting
at the stage edges virtually have to duck
their heads when the Kit Kat dancers kick
up their heels, and at times the performers
speak directly to the audience, drawing
them into the production.
The back-drop of the Kit Kat Klub is lit up via rear-projection
slides of artwork from Germany’s post-World War I expressionist
period. Beck said the artwork chosen reflects the bitter feelings of
former World War I soldiers-turned-artists.
Settings for scenes which don’t take place at the Kit Kat Klub are
whisked on and off the club dance floorby stage hands dressedas Kit
Kat waiters and waitresses. The action at the Kit Kat Klub never
stops during these scenes; it merely quiets down as the on-stage club
patrons focus their attention on the drama, continuing to drink their
drinks and smoke their long-handled cigarettes.
Another fun and clever twist to Henderson’s production: Kit Kat
Klubers remain in costume and in character during the play’s
intermission, mingling with each other as well as with the audience.
Musical director Leira Satlof has the performance’s talented
orchestra members acting
as part of the clubalso.
The male orchestra
members dress in ’30s-style drag.

Play

review

TINA BOLLING) THE LUMBERJACK

David McMullin, master of ceremonies, stole
the spotlight in the HSU theater department's
production of “Cabaret” Thursday night. The

musical, featuring the “Kit Kat Kiub,” returns
this Thursday through Saturday in the John
Van Duzer Theater.

Hassanah Nelson

‘Fantastik’
opera brings
fantasy to

‘Stage

tations of the set,” Stanard said.“’There’s

| Othercharacters include the narrator,

a stick that represents a wall.

“aging Shakespearean actor who's

‘LUMBERJACK STAFF

acharacter
called The Mute whoholdsup

Off-Broadway's
longest running show,
“The Fantastiks,” is a romantic adult
fairy tale, a musical comedy from the
1960s and is this semester's opera

“The whole play is intendedtobedone
with the least amount of resources as
possible,” he said. “There's no large
orchestra. There's a pit combo, a piano,
drums and a string bass.”

workshop.
Performed and directed by HSU
students, with HSU music Professors
Jim Stanard
and Ken Hannaford
as the
musical directors, this opera might be
just the place to take your date on
Halloween, yt
if you wear a

costume
to the show
“On Halloween we're going to give
people half price if they have a costume

and they go to the (theater) door. It's
See

rps consop) oft

monsical la vtaleel

There's no set and the costuming is very

e eworet, “thers ate. different

See Cabaret, page 21

Carol McWhorter-Ryder is the stage
director and Sharon Welton will lead the
combo from the piano. The cast includes

Brian Jebian, Sadie Shaw, Angela Walton,
Dan Olson, Shirley Groom, Doug Hrabko,
Jack Mixen and Ian Rossi.
A fake abduction is arranged by the
parents of two reluctant young lovers
who believe the young couple “would be

great together, so they figure the only

way to really ensure it would be to cause
some kind of conflict,” Stanard said.
“It's all done in the utmost of fantasy,
nothing realistic at all. There’s a little
sword fight that involves wooden
swords,” he said.

who doubles as a Spanish bandit; an

always misquoting Shakespeare and
wanting to show you his reviews and
clippings; and an Indian with a cockney
accent who specializes
in death scenes,”

he said.
Stanard said the opera workshop
produces
many different kinds of works.
“Last
year we did ‘The Dialoguesof
the Carmelites,’
a big, heavy-duty opera

of the French Revolution. If we’ ve done
something that's fairly dramatic, vocally
very difficult and requires a certain kind
of singer, then the next year, we'll tend
todo somethinga little different,
to give

the students as broad a kind of spectrum
as possible,” he said.

One reason “The Fantastiks” was
chosen was because production costs
are low.

See Opera, page 21
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Rasta ‘Mouse’ to rock the house
Children Play.”

Jason Tennant

Eek-A-Mouse has had success
in numerous countries but he still
believes, “Me greatest success is

LUMBERJACK STAFF

“Bing-bing ba-da bing-bingbing” is not defined in the dictionary, but to reggae lovers around
the world it means one thing —
Eek-A-Mouse.
Eek-A-Mouse, who will play at
the Old Creamery Dancenter in
Arcata Saturday at 9 p.m., said in
a phone interview from Los Angeles he comes to Humboldt beCause, “It good place, dem people
like da reggae music...it’s funny,
like Jamaica, with green trees ’n
stuff. Ya’ know.”
When asked about his unique
style, Eek-A-Mouse said, “Me
bing-bing-bing-de-biddy-bingbong just comes out naturally.
When I was akid I use da like sing
in primary school and stuff...and
right through college and high
school. ‘College’ is like ‘middle
school’. Ya’ know? And all dat
time I just sing what I feel.”
Eek-A-Mouse, born Ripton
Hylton, grew up in the ghettos of
Kingston, Jamaica. His wild moniker comes from a horse he used to
bet on.
Mouse worked on his singing
abilities during his schooling and
cut his first songs, ““My Father’s
Land” and “Creation,” in 1974 at
the age of 17.
Tt wasn’t until 1981 that he had

é

there.”
Regardless of his success, he
has had some unfortunate things
happen to him on tour. “I was in
New York City playing a show.
Da place was full, was packed.
Somebody pull da fire alarm and
me show was cut. It happen about
six or seven times. Da fire marshal
came and dat was the worst...”
Mouse laughingly said.
“On me last tour I was on da

|

reggae singer
his breakthrough hit with “Wa Do
Dem,” a song which established
his wild vocal outbursts which are
a favorite among reggae fans
around the globe.
His new album, “U-Neek,” is
available on a wider scale to
American audiences than previous efforts.
When asked about the message
he was trying to get to people
Mouse said, “I just sing stuff that
come across...and it just come
naturally.”
For Eek-A-Mouse, struggles
and “stuff that come across” consist of troubles with American immigration authorities.
“T was on tour last time but we

PRESENTS...
LINEAT

THE

International Beer Garden

a]=4 NORTON
surraLo|
Ye

songs reaches number one on the
charts and makes history down

EEK-A-MOUSE

ae
L&

back in Jamaica when one of me

M e bing-bing-bing-de-biddy-bingbong just comes out naturally. When I
was a kid I use da like sing in primary
school and stuff... and right through
college and high school. y

M

went in some trouble when coming from Canada, ya’ know?
Couldn’t get back in da country
because I 'n’ dem (immigration)
did inspect my documents. Dat’s
why I wrote da song ‘Border Pa-

trol,’” he said.
“Border Patrol” is a song which
documents trouble the singer has
experienced with American border patrols when he tries to enter
the country. Mouse said, “Don’t
forget, immigrants built this coun“Rude Boys A Foreign” is another song that is based on the
many trials of life. The song is
about Jamaican rude boys (streettough kids), coming to this coun-

try thinking they can reach the
good life by selling drugs. “They
come to America wanting to be
gangsters,” said Eek-A-Mouse.
“Instead they end up dead...”
A song more on the creative
path isaremake
of Led Zeppelin’s
“D’yer Mak’er.” Mouse said the
song “was ahead of it’s time in the
°70s. It just needed a little more
riff and more tension to bring it up

tour bus and da bus it broke, on da

to date.”

Critics have also said Mouse is
“Jamaica’s most unusual personality.” Mouse said,“Well, it’s a
good compliment. I guess it’s just

freeway, ya’ know. And we crash
in da *bankiment, ya’ know? Me
didn’t get hurt, so it’s cool.”
Some critics have said Eek-AMouse brings humor to reggae
music. Mouse laughed at this.
“That’s what dem see inside of
me. Yaknow?
I can’t see inside of
me. It’s what they feel and dat’s

cool,” he said.

Eek-A Mouse kicks in with his
traditional sexy love songs,
“You're the Only One I Need,”
“Love Me” and “So Fine.”
He wraps up the album with a
song about the youthfulness he
loves in children with, “Let the

because the Eek-A-Mouse style,
ya’ know. It’s my style. Unique
style, ya know, my ‘tid-il-lid-il-

lei-leo’ yah, ya’ know.”
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Cabaret
¢ Continued from page 19
Henderson's “Cabaret” is not without its
flaws, the most blatant being Henderson's
choice of Kelly McKenna Bays to play
Sally Bowles, the role in which Liza

Minnelli won an Oscar in the movie version.
Bays is an OK singer and a mediocre
actress. However, her attempt at a British
accent could make Princess Diana utter

nasty comments.

There are a couple of scenes in which
Bays comes down to earth and her acting

Opera
° Continued from page 19
“Our (music budget) resources are

greatly depleted,” Stanard said.
“The Fantastiks” was also chosen for

artistic reasons.
“The musical content is very strong.
It’s got
a lot of good comedy,
so it keeps
your interest well,” Stanard said. “It’s
thought-provoking in places, but in
general it’s really the kind of play that, if
you want some light entertainment,
you're going to feel good afterward.”
The performances take place in Gist

becomes believable. But overall, her
melodramatic, over-acted style might work
ina television sitcom, but just doesn’t
cut it
in this performance.
One Kit Kat girl’s singing and dancing

outshined the rest: Inga, played by Stacey
Bareilles. Perhaps she would have been
better suited to play Sally Bowles. She
certainly wasn’t chosen because of poor
British-accent skills.
Accents, in general, were inconsistent in

this production. Aside from those playing
non-German roles, most cast-members
could have benefited from some coaching
by one of the campus German professors.
Or perhaps Henderson could have simplified

Hall Theater because the musical was
designed for a small, intimate theater—
“almost theater-in-the-round,” Stanard
said.
Next season’s opera workshop
continues with a musical picture of
America’s birth, “1776,”
to be presented
in February.
“The Fantastiks” will be performed
Oct. 23-26 and Oct. 28-Nov. 2. All
performances
are at 8 p.m. in Gist Hall

things by directing all performers to speak
with California accents.
The costume designs were inconsistent
as well. Many lacked the glittery-glitz and
bright colors that one would expect to see
on cabaret performers. Dull shades and
polyester knits don’t seem appropriate on
Kit Kat girls.
But the production flaws aren’t worth
staying home for the weekend. “Cabaret” is
a fun, fun play. Put your homework aside
for a couple of hours and go see it.
The show starts at 8 p.m. this Thursday
through Saturday, and tickets cost $5 for
general admission and $2.50 for students
and seniors. Thursday is student dollar night.

PLAYING
OCT.

23

- NOV.

2

FOR MORE INFORMATION
HSU TICKET OFFICE 826-3928

rentals

99¢

each!

October

15

to

31

Theater
Tickets are $4 for students and seniors
and $6 general. Tickets can be purchased
in advance at the University Ticket
Office, The Camel in Arcata and
Angela’s Clockwork Music in Eureka.

VIDEO WIZARD
822-7305

IN SUNNY BRAE CENTER
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hee

1991 Award Winning
Clam Chowder for Starters
then Oysters Rockefeller and either: Baked Fresh Escolar
Halibut & Prawns in tarragon carrot juice sauce, or CharGrilled Filet Mignon w/ pink & green peppercorns, shallots,
roquefort, demi-glaze Cognac sauce, or Roasted Rack of Lamb

with dijon and whole grain mustards, garlic, herb and wine marinade,

& Madiera wine sauce, or Roasted Duckling Breast with fresh

Humboldt County blackberry and Armagnac sauce, or Fettuccine

surfboards - wetsuits - clothing
skateboards - accessories

Avasite, Cebiforoxs

and Prawns, Sea Scallops and Chicken Breast sauteed in

clarified butter with shiitake mushrooms and romas in Thai curry

cream sauce, and a slice of real Key Lime Pie ?

THE

SCOTLA

INN, OF COURSE

Full Bar and Wine Menu

Restaurant: Wed-Sun. 5:30-9:30pm. Sunday till 9pm.
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Reservations Suggested * Highway 101 * Scotia Exit * 764-5
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Free Hot Dogs!
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B Soccer
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Thursday Softball
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1/2 liter

And a reminder

The Loft is open
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11:30 —1:30

865 9th St.
Arcata
822-2302
Please Don’t Drink & Drive

Shut Your Hole

3-on-3 Hoops Tournament!
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Nov. 2 & 3

$5 students
$10 community
If you are interested please

come by the IM Office
or call 826-6011
Deadline to sign up is Nov. 1
Check the Itramural Office for DropIn Recreation hours:
Soccer ¢ Basketball « Volleyball
¢ Badminton « Soccer « Football
¢ Weightlifting

American Bicycle Technology

LOW PRICE — HIGH QUALITY

TREK 800

This 1991 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail rid-

ing. The Trek 800 is equipped
with the latest shimano components enhanced by Trek quality
and frame design.
21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide

ve Rapid Fire Push Shifting
vxQR Wheels and Seat
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Profile SLR Brakes
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Volleyball beats SF State in crowd pleaser
Bob Anderson
SPORTS EDITOR
HSU women’s volleyball was a team of mostly new
faces in an old rivalry against San Francisco State Saturday
with the largest HSU crowd of the season.
The "Jacks returned to winning form over the weekend,
beating the Gators before nearly 650 people, and CSU
Hayward Friday, both in three games. The previous weekend HSU suffered a loss to Sonoma State that put the
team’s conference title hopes in jeopardy.
“I think (Sonoma) definitely rattled our cage,” co-Coach

Julie Ortman said. “I think it was good for us to lose. It
really set us up to take every single match seriously if we
want to win conference.”
Last season the ‘Jacks pulled out a narrow five-game
victory over SF State. Ortman said because Davis and
Chico have been the teams to beat in the Northern California Athletic Conference, a rivalry has existed between
HSU and the Gators since before her arrival.
This year HSU has only three returning players. Ortman
said she and co-Coach Dan Collen are concerned with
focusing the talent of such a new team on playing consistently.
She said junior transfer Marta Andrade had a tough spot
to fill when she replaced top 1990 setter Teresa Walters.
But Ortman said Andrade has taken a leadership role
along with co-captains Abby Ackroyd, a returner, and
Senior Leigh Whitmire, also new this season.
Andrade said she heard about HSU’s and SF State’s last
match, in which every point was fought tooth and nail and
HSU was plagued by injuries.
“T heard it got really loud last year,” Andrade said. “We
got excited (this weekend) and wanted to win and play
hard. We played together the whole time and didn’t let

down.” HSU beat San Francisco 15-5, 15-10 and 15-10.
Foot stomping from the crowded stands increased as San
Francisco fought to come back, but Ortman said the Gators
“didn’t seem to be there 100 percent.”
“I never saw any kind of intensity in San Francisco,” she
said. “The girls didn’t feel threatened either.”
“T think
the key was we lost to Sonoma and needed to
win,” Ackroyd said. “Beating San Francisco is just a step
in getting to conference championships.”
a

This Saturday

HSU

plays

Oregon Tech in

at 7:30. The Sncandaace a

PP
Oe

tGym

is the teams’ second
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meeting of the season. HSU defeated Oregon Tech 3-0 in

HSU setter Marta Andrade (right) puts the ball up

and Jenny Beck, who goes for the spike against

Oregon Oct. 8.

for outside hitters Delanne Christensen (center)

SF State Saturday. HSU beat the Gators 3-0.

Downer

in Davis
HSU running back Robert

Caldwell is taken down by
UC Davis linebacker Cullen
Wiikerson at Toomey Field
Saturday. The Lumberjacks took
a 44-6 thrashing at the hands of
the Aggies, who led HSU 36-6 at
the half and outdistanced the
‘Jacks 425-202 in total yardage.
HSU plays Sonoma State at
Redwood Bowl in Saturday’s

homecoming game. For more on
this week’s game and the
Lumberjack offense, see page 24.
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Matthew Glenn
LUMBERJACK STAFF
There is a small asterisk next to every
play in HSU’s football playbook
that stands
for plays the team goes to when it can’t get
the ball to Freeman Baysinger.
This has been the year of Baysinger. The
senior has returned kicks and punts, played
tailback, wide receiver and slotback.
He leads the team in both receiving and
rushing, he is ranked No. 7 nationally in
scoring and No. 9 for kickoff returns.
Baysinger’s father signed him up for
football when he was nine years old. His
father died two years ago but is remembered by his son every Saturday during
football season.
“T dedicate every game I play to him and
his memory,” Baysinger said.
In his junior year, the year after his father’s
death, Baysinger received 56 passes for a

total of 758 yards. This year he already has
534 yards on 34 receptions, but his duties
have increased.
After the University of Montana game,

HSU head coach Fred Whitmire decided
the team needed to get the ball to Baysinger
more often than it could when he only
played wide receiver.
“When you are just throwing
the ball to
him they can stop him, because
the ball isn’t
in his hands,” Whitmire said, “‘so we put

him back at tailback.”
Baysinger responded well to the change,
racking
up 308 yards on 67 carries
— an
average of 4.6 yards per carry.
However, Baysinger was not a stranger
to the tailback position.

Baysinger
receiver and also at tailback,” he said.
Baysinger was not comfortable with the
change at first, but not because he only
wanted to catch footballs for HSU.
“I want to do anything to help the team,
but Robert Caldwell and Eric Smith were
playing there before me and both of them
are seniors too,” Baysinger said. “They’re

friends of mine and as time goes on they're
still getting their playing time.
“This is my senior year at Humboldt and
I want to go out with a bang. I’mtryingto
make things happen,” he said.
And he is. Besides the 876 combined
offensive and defensive yards, Baysinger
has also added 513 yards returning kicks,
including a 87-yard return for a touchdown

against the University of British Columbia.
“Freeman Baysinger is the best player in

Baysinger attended Bishop
O’ Dowd High
School in Oakland where he played wide

the NCAC,” said senior Matt Hinton after
the British Columbia game.

receiver up until his senior year, when he
added a second postion.
“My senior year they played me at wide

““We want to get the ball into his hands

See Baysinger, next page

Homecoming no picnic
for hungry Lumberjacks
Saturday’s homecoming game could prove to be the
toughest test for the Lumberjacks at home this year.
Sonoma brings the No. 15 Division II defense in the
country to try and stop Freeman Baysinger and the HSU

offense. The Cossacks will undoubtedly key in on

Baysinger. Look for junior quarterback Chris Oswald to
throw the ball to senior tight end Brian Saxton, which

should keep the Sonoma linebackers guessing.
Sonoma’s offense is highlighted by its passing attack.
Led by senior quarterback John Spear, the Cossack passing
attack
is No. 12 in the nation. If HSU is going to win the

The numbers
Freeman Baysinger.
eRushing:
67 carries
for
Receiving: 32
"
¢ Receiving: 32 receptions
for 534 Yards
re returns: ah Yards
°
rpose
yards:

1366

Dee

cor

ame

e Ranked
No. 17 in nation

scoring (8.6 points per
am ®
° niked No. 9 in nation
returning kicks
(27.3 yds. per return)

HSUtotaloffense..

‘are

ane Offensive Yardage:
- Total
+ Points Scored: 144

game, it will once again have to rely on a strong defensive

_Baysinger’sshare_

effort. Freshman free safety Jesse King is second in the
Northern California Athletic Conference in interceptions
and could have a busy day Saturday.
Last week the ‘Jacks were slammed 44-6 by UC Davis.
“Any loss is tough, and last week's was especially tough

because it was a matter of our not executing and not
a
of anything Davis did,” Coach Fred Whitmire
However, Davis did go after Baysinger, which enabled

the Aggies to stop the Lumberjack offense.

If the ‘Jacks can win, they will maintain their perfect
record in Redwood Bow! and stay in the conference race.

Kick-off is scheduled for 2 p.m. Saturday.
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Baysinger

“If we play well as a team and block
well and throw well then every play

¢ Continued from previous page

should come off well,” Whitmire said.
Baysinger’s efforts this season
haven’t gone without recognition
by the

20-25 times a game,” Whitmire said.

“The difference between Freeman and

National Football League.

other backs is his vision. If he sees any

crack he can turn a normal play into a

great play.”
gettingrthe
Although Baysenjoys
inge

ball, he is getting banged up. Baysinger
is currently nursing a sprained shoulder
he received during the Davis game.
“T’ve been getting hit up the middle.
I’ve been getting teed off on,” he said.
“I'd like to leave the inside running up to

Robert (Caldwell).” Caldwell is 200
pounds to Baysinger’s 168.
‘Whitmire said if the team executes,
Baysinger’s size won't matter.

“T’ve had some scouts come talk to

me,”
he said. “If I could continue playing football after I graduate that would
be great. I would like very much to be
able to play pro ball.”
However, Baysinger still has four
games left in his Lumberjack uniform
and believes
that his team isn’t out of
the conference race.

Sherwood named

player of week
Forward Kamika Sherwood of the HSU
men’s soccer squad was named Northemn
California Athletic Conference Player of
the Week following the team’s 4-1 victory
over CSU Stanislaus Sunday.

The ’Jacks
came back from a 1-0 defeat

by Stanislaus Saturday with Sherwood scor-

ing two goals and one assist in Sunday’s

game. The junior leads the team with 10
goals and three assists and is third in the
NCAC in scoring.

The team travels to Sonoma to play the
Cossacks Saturday and Sunday at 1 p.m.
and noon, respectively.

“The way things are going in this
league this year, I don’t think we’re out
of it. I doubt whether
Davis can go
undefeated in league. We should keep
our heads up high,” Baysinger said.
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Chico 8, Hayward 2
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Save the dunes
Striking a balance between modern human needs and
environmental protection is difficult.
Humboldt County must find this balance between its
citizens’ recreational activities and the well-being of the
environment. The dune ecosystems of Humboldt Bay’s
north and south spits are in danger. The culprit? Off-road
vehicles.
Plants indigenous to the dunes are already endangered
because of harsh weather conditions and competition from
non-native plants. These non-native species, introduced to
Humboldt County long ago, fare much better in the dune
habitat and prevent native plants from flourishing.
The situation requires protection for the endangered species, which include the Menzies’ wallflower and beach layia.
And although there are several areas specifically designated
for ORV use, many off-roaders seem unaware that preserves
even exist.
Whatever the case, something must be done before endangered plant species are wiped out. The Humboldt County
Board of Supervisors created the Humboldt Beach and
Dunes Advisory Committee to scrutinize the situation and
make recommendations to the board for future management.
The committee is waiting for results from three environmental studies that will identify areas of special concern,
analyze impacts on wildlife and vegetation and make recommendations for future planning.
The committee has already identified a wide spectrum of
options, ranging from prohibiting OR Vs from the entire area
to allowing them free rein. Of course, these are the extremes,
I suggest that during the “Columbus Myth-Free
but it is clear the designated preserves — the Cooperative
Year”
we gather on the quad once a week and chant
Management Area of the Mad River Slough and Dunes and
the following:
the Lanphere-Christensen Dunes — must be protected.
Old myth bad, new myth good.
There are several ways the county can do this. First, itcan | Old myth bad, new myth good.
Old myth bad, new myth good.
step up educational and public relations campaigns to make
Old myth bad, new myth good.
people aware of the situation. There is no reason ORV users
Neil Ferguson
shouldn’t know where they can and cannot ride before they
senior, French
go out to the dunes for a day of fun.
Second, signs, and if necessary, fences, can be erected to
While I share many of the feelings Tim Springer
has
toward minority “activism,” I disagree very
notify people where protected areas lie.
Finally, the county can create a powerful motivation for much with the thrust of his letter regarding the
proposed “Columbus Myth-Free Zone” at HSU. No
ORV users to stay out of preserved areas — it can levy large less American an institution than the Reader’s Difines for trespassing.
gest has published an amazing book about Indian
It is the responsibility of the county — and its citizens — heritage which shows very clearly just how advanced and thriving the native civilization was.
to protect the wildlife that makes our coast beautiful.
Adding insult to injury is the fact that these people
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kindly shared their knowledge and bounty with a
very low class of people who repaid kindness with
treachery at every turn.
Our plethora of earth maladies in this country
shows how this disrespect has extended to the earth

itself.

Columbus “discovered” nothing that wasn’t here
for centuries — he merely led the way to exploiters,
who to this day ignore the native population whenever possible.
The native Americans weren’t perfect, but they
had a sense of balance, harmony and the whole
which didn’t survive long in our culture. To “honor”
the guy who led the invasion, while we have no
similar day “honoring” the native people, is a dis-

grace.

zona, Nevada and Hawaii) of the Society of Profeesional Journalists.

We Are the World 101
The term “international education” is often used
to describe the process whereby students and teachers travel from one country to another to study or
teach (see The Lumberjack’s “Focus on International Education” series).
Those who study or teach in a foreign land certainly do have an opportunity
to experience a different culture; and, probably even more important, to
view their own country through others’ eyes.
However, the movement of individuals across
national boundaries to study or teach within the
educational system of acountry other than their own

is “international”
only because
the individuals them-

Remember — it is stolen land.

Joshua Kinch
Eureka

preseed or implied endorsement
or verification of

such commercial ventures by the atafl, the university or Associated Students.
The Lumberjack is a member of the Caifomie
Newapaper Publishers Association and the California Intercollegiate
Press Association. HSU is an AA/
EO institution.
First place, general excellence, 1990, Califomia
Newspaper Publishers Association. Firstplace, general excellence, 1990, Region 11 (California, Ari-

with the new ‘cleaned, disinfected and deodorized’
look. No more pitchers of beer for the socially
conscientious drinker, no pictures on the wall and
the only reminder of the old Depot is the same
quality of Lumberjack Enterprises food.”
Mr. Dunlap has failed to notice that many of the
old Depot decorations are still on the walls and
remind many people of the old Depot daily. Itseems
Mr. Dunlap would consider a restaurant that was
dirty, infected and odorous to be of outstanding
character. We on the other hand thoroughly enjoy
ourselves in the new and neat Depot. It’s damn
good! Perhaps Mr. Dunlap can find the ambiance he
desires by eating a month-old tuna sandwich in the
restrooms of the local drinking establishments. He
can also purchase, and socially and conscientiously
drink, his pitchers of beer there.
James Bobo Fay
junior, political science
Guston A. Fieldhouse
teacher preparation program

selves physically cross a national border.
A truly global system of international education

would necessitate developing institutions to serve

We must take exception to the letter from Albert

the world community as national educational systems presently serve each national community. It
would mean finding scholars who are willing to
undertake the formidable task of developing curricula to encompass a world view of the customary

Dunlap concerning the “new” Depot. Mr. Dunlap
States that, “All the character of the old Depot is lost

See Letters, next page

Don't ‘dis’ The Depot

OPINION

The patchwork of pain
Louis J. Cyon
GUEST COLUMNIST

With the showing of the Names Project AIDS
Memorial at HSU last weekend, I couldn’t stop the
flood of memories. It brought me back to 1988 when
my friend Danny spontaneously grabbed me and we
held each other for what seemed like hours.
We had just leamed that yet another of our friends
had died of AIDS.
I remember feeling different that time. I think we
knew we had to survive. AIDS
has become a powerful human
tragedy, and though some would
like to ignore it and pretend it
doesn’t exist, the AIDS epidemic
has to be remembered and documented.
This is the functionof the Names
Project Foundation. The numbers
you hear about are not statistics,
nor degenerates who deserved to
die. These numbers represent
people. People who lived and
loved, with rich full lives that were

important to them and the people
who loved them.
My friend Kevin died of AIDS
in the early days. He was not only
a victim of the disease, but of societal ignorance. In
1986, when Kevin contracted AIDS, there was stilla
great deal of fear regarding AIDS and AIDS carriers.
For Kevin, having never really come to terms with
his homosexuality, the social stigma of having AIDS
was simply too much.
He moved to San Diego, took a small room and
died two months after his diagnosis, alone and
ashamed. Kevin's case is just one of many similar
stories. Kevin need not have died alone. His shame
was sadly misplaced.
The real shame lies in the powers-that-be, who
refused to educate us because of their pious, petty
biases.
Until ex-Surgeon General C. Everett Koop went
against the judgment of his superiors, there was little
(if any) government-sponsored education about
AIDS. Koop finally warned us about the dangers of
AIDS, and what to do about it. Koop immediately fell
into disrepute with the Reagan administration because he dared to advocate the use of condoms.
Still, the messages got out: safe sex or no sex; fight
AIDS, not people with AIDS; and most importantly,
the message that you cannot contract AIDS from

casual contact.
The Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt began

touring the world in 1987, providing more education
about AIDS. Yet education continues to be an obstacle. Ilyana Asara, assistant coordinator for the
North Coast AIDS Project, said last Saturday that
bringing the quilt to Humboldt County three years
ago would have been impossible.
“At that time we just couldn’t reach a point where
we could be as public about AIDS as we are now,”
Asara said. “We just didn’t know enough about
AIDS then. So to me the quilt
represents a going public of AIDS
that’s very significant.”
Like many people in the AIDS
education movement, Asara
stressed this last point. It must be
okay to talk out loud about the
disease. The HIV virus’ greatest
weapon is lack of awareness and
education.
Having lost several close friends
to AIDS, it has become
an integral
part of my life, just as it has for
countless others. The quilt has the
effect of humanizing
a frightening
subject which is made to seem
inhuman by religious zealots and
others who would profit from the
misery of others.
When viewing the quilt you can’t help but notice
the many differences among the panels. Some are
well-crafted; some
are simply 3-footby 6-foot sheets
with a name spray-painted on them. The message is
clear to all who view the quilt: love, with a touch of
underlying sadness and pain.
The Names Project Foundation expects to have
22,000 panels to show in Washington, D.C., by next
October. And while the foundation limits its involvement in AIDS awareness to the quilt itself and
documentation of those who have died, clearly there
is more at stake.
We must all take responsibility for fighting the
disease. Those we elect to govern us must be made
to understand AIDS education is the only way to stop
the disease. When you are able, go see the quilt.
Leam about AIDS. Learn about safe sex and condoms.
Perhaps then the gay communities won’t have to
teach heterosexuals
the sadness of making quilts and
burying friends.
Louis J. Cyonis a staff reporter and photographer
for The Lumberjack.

Letters to the editor

ing it out into the open. But did it actually happen? A
question everyone is asking. A few years ago! would

with women in such cases. But an incident happened
to me a few years ago that changed my perspective
completely. I became the victim of sexual harassment. It may have been innocent, she may simply
have been mistaken, but I was accused, by a woman
Ihad previously held in high esteem, that I had made
obscene/threatening phone calls to her. It made no
difference that I repeatedly denied this, I was considered guilty anyway. My offer to take a lie detector
test was ignored. The organization that we both
frequented sided with her and I was shunned. So I
can understand Judge Thomas’ anger and frustration, if he is indeed innocent.
The point is that things are not always what they
seem to be on the surface. I hope that Judge Thomas
is not judged guilty before being proven innocent,
that would
be as unjustas I was treated. If he is found
guilty, however, I hope they burn him good, because
sexual harassment is a terrible crime no matter who
is doing it.

cause she is a woman and back then I always sided

senior, computer information systems

¢ Continued from previous page
academic disciplines. Their purpose would be to
break out of the culture-boundedness of much of our
present teaching and to pioneer the education of
students living in a multicultural world.
For if we are to say that a major function of
education is to prepare people to live effectively in
society, we are now at the point where education —
if it is to be effective — must prepare people to live
in the enlarged society of the whole world.
Arthur Feraru
Over-60 Program

The Accused
Sexual harassment. Hurrah for Anita Hill for bring-

have sided immediately with Anita Hill simply be-

Don Miller
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Should rape victims’
names be printed?
By last Friday I was sick of hearing about the Anita Hill/
Clarence Thomas fiasco, as I’m sure many people were. The
whole mess raised a lot of important issues — how we treat the
victims of sexual harassment, for one — but I absolutely refused to hear
any more about it.
So when panelists at a
journalism conference in
San Francisco last weekend brought up the issue, I
Leslie Weiss
let out a sigh, shook my
head, and prepared
to hear
the same arguments all over again.
But that’s not what happened. That first panel of the conference
sent me into a tailspin of contemplation that lasted several days.
Two of the panelists— Barbara Reynolds, a columnist for USA
Today, and Narda Zacchino, associate editor of the Los Angeles
Times — spoke impressively on how far the press should go in
reporting stories about rape and sexual harassment.
Their opinions, though opposing, were equally legitimate. The
central question was whether the press should publish the names
of rape and sexual harassment victims. It’s long been a fundamental question among journalists, and newspapers traditionally don’t
do it.
Reynolds, in a powerful argument, maintained that as in courts,
the accused have a right to face their accusers — in the press. It
isn’t fair, she said, that women can stand in shadows and make
accusations without their names being printed.
The names of those
charged with the crimes are published — guilty or not.
And when a defendant in a rape case is found innocent, it’s too
late. The damage to his reputation has already been done.
When a woman reported being raped on Mad River Beach
in September, The Lumberjack printed the name of the man
arrested, but we didn’t print the woman’s name. Why?
Zacchino summed it up by saying that victims of rape lose
control of their lives. And when newspapers print their names,
they lose control all over again. Even more important, she argued,
rape victims have suffered enough. They don’t need to suffer
again. By printing their names, we force them to relive their ordeal.
In addition, Zacchino said almost no women would report being
raped if they knew their names would be broadcast to the public.
It’s true. Most rapes go unreported as it is.
There’s no easy answer for journalists. And there’s certainly no
easy answer for victims.
For me the issue of whether to print the names of rape victims
cannot be addressed until we find a way to stop rape.
Naturally, we can’t expect to stop rape overnight. What we can
focus on, however, is shattering the stigma that surrounds rape.
It is wrong that rape victims are stigmatized. It is wrong that
society treats rape like some shameful, sexual aberration that
should be swept under the rug. It is wrong that rape victims should
feel tainted because of society’s attitudes about the crime. It is
wrong that society blames the victims and not the criminals. And
it is wrong that society doesn’t blame itself for these things.
Ask any therapists or victims, and they'll tell you rape has
nothing to do with sex. It has to do with violence and power. Rape
is a heinous crime and deserves to be treated as such.
Until all of us in this society realize these things — until
society treats rape as it should be treated and stops blaming the
victims — women who are raped should have the final say of
whether their names are printed in the paper.
A rape victim in lowa named Nancy Ziegenmeyer wanted her
name printed in the paper because she wanted the story of her rape
to be told. The Des Moines Register did a remarkable series about
Ziegenmeyer and her experience, and it resulted in people understanding more about the nature of rape. People who read the series
were given the chance to see that rape and rape victims should not
be stigmatized.
We need more women like Ziegenmeyer to help us understand
victims should not be blamed. We need to provide those women
with an environment in which they will come forward, allow their
names to be used and tell their stories.
If we do not learn to treat rape as the horrible crime it is and stop
blaming the victims, we will never shatter the stigma that surrounds rape. It is the responsibility of the press to help lay the
foundation for this new understanding, and until then, newspapers
must not print the names
of rape victims without consent.

Pressed
for time

CLASSIFIED
MODELS WANTED FOR SALON.
Looking for females wanting shorter
haircuts. Please call Marjorie at 8221384.
10/23

SUMMER MGMT INTERNSHIP.
Valuable experience managing a team of
employees, customers and suppliers.
Apply now. Most hiring done by November.
Avg. Student gross profit
$11,287 last summer. Call Triple ‘A’

Painters for information.
6441.

SERVICES

HEMP FEST WEST! Your opportunity
to get hemp clothes, paper, linen and
food. Free admission. For more info,
call 826-1805.
10/23

IF YOU HAVE ASSIGNMENTS THAT
NEED
TYPING! call Mearl at
Henderson Street Word processing.
443-2996.

1-800-42610/23

WE‘RE LOOKING FOR A TOP frater-

11/6

nity, sorority or student organization

NEED IT TYPED? Try Martha's professional word processing service.
Fast, accurate, friendly & reasonable.
Laser printing/disc storage. 445-1814.
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PRINTING PRESS OPERATOR, part
time for month of November.

LEISURE CLASSES BEGIN next week
in Yoga, Guitar, Karate, Juggling, Cre-

WANTED
CARTOONIST/ARTIST WANTED for
a personal tattoo design. Will pay for
time spent. Call Eric at 839-0886.10/16

FOR SALE
NEED FURNITURE? Massive storage
clean-out, desks, chairs, tables, beds,

etc. Refrigerator, $75., 2 lazyboy re-

cliners, $50 each. Call 839-1321.

10/23

don't we

als. PUKING HARD

11/6

You guys are making me sick. Get
together and get out of the person-

OCCASIONAL
BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 7 swell kids. Must know

On" logo. Made locally. Get yours now!
Great gift idea. Time Flies, Arcata/
Eureka Fly Shop.
10/23

MUST

555-HELP.

SELL!!! Catamaranin
goodcon-

THRILLS - ACTION - EXCITING: New
MAD RIVER T-shirts with Steelhead

AUTOMOTIVES

10/23
1982

FORD

ESCORT

gasket, runs great!

ABSOLUTELY
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED!
1-800-950-8472,

ext.

Needs

head

$500/OBO.

Cali:

Art. Made locally. The shirt people
wear. Time Flies, Arcata (behind the
co-Op) and Eureka Fly Shop.
10/23

822-7015

For your fraternity, sorority, team
or other campus organization.

CALL

o

THRILLS

Lots of fun!

822-5655

#1 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE: Your
fraternity, sorority, or other campus
group can earn between $500-1000 in
less than 7 days. You pay absolutely
nothing. Call: 1-800-735-2077 Ext. 3.
11/13

this

self-defense (karate black belt minimum)
and have a good psychology education
emphasizing childhood schizophrenia,
sibling rivalry and Babysitter-Oedipus
Conflict resolution. Call Mrs. Frenzee,

dition with trailer $375.

OPPORTUNITIES

rendezvous

Saturday, high noon, at the hottubs?
The reservation will be under my name.
DYIN’ TO MEETCHA

All major models. Great prices. Used
kayak gear. Dry suits. Free instruction
with purchase and access to other be-

STEELHEAD-SALMON ANGLERS:
New MAD RIVER T-shirts with “Fish

FOOL

ripe. Why

TOCURLY & DYIN’ TO MEETCHA:

a one week marketing project right on
campus. Must be organized and hard
working. Call Robert at 800 592-2121.

ports, etc. on either a computer or
typewriter. | type neatly, accurately
and quickly—in only one day! ($2.50
per page). Contact Cathy at 822-4328.

Contact Center Acitivites at 826-3357
for more information.

KAYAKS, USED AND BARELY USED.

ginners. 943-3547.

ATTENTION STUDENTS! | will type
your résumés, term papers, notes, re-

ativity, Reflexology, Pastel Drawing,
Lacemaking, Fly Tying, Fishing Rod
Building, Harp and Rhythm Workshop.

DEAR CURLY: The time for action is

that would like to make $500-$1500 for

12/11

PERSONALS

Apply at

HSU Printing, or call 826-3321.
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CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS!

Place ads at University Ticket Office, Nelson Hall East

Happy Hour prices from kick off to the end of the game
64 Oz. pitchers $3.00
Glass of Coors $.75

FREE

Tequila Touchdowns $1.25
Jack Daniels Sack Shot $1.25

HOT

YSHAPPY HOUR

DOGS!

64 oz. pitchers

Every day 4 -8

Glass of draft 75¢
Free Munchies 4 - 6 pm Monday - Friday

‘LIVE MUSIC
The Other Guys
Free to get in!

Merv George

OCTOBER
Oct. 25
Oct. 26

A Humboldt County Legend
Advance Tickets...$5.00
At the door...$6.00

at ARCATA
Sounds

4975

Coat Jrm

Valley West Bivd.- Acata > CA 95521 + (707)822-4861
Hwy. 101 to Giuntoli Exit , turn right!

11-Spm.

REDWOOD

of Power

PARK

Blah- Blah-Blah

One Man Running

Trashdog

Sound Engineered by INFERNO SOUND

UFI

GUEST SPEAKERS
Dan Faulk

Robert Cogan

Political Science Prof. at H.S.U.

Local Defense Attorney

Dale Gieringer

North

26th

Director Coltfornia

FREE ADMISSION

Normal

Carol Miller
Hemp Seed Nutrition Expert

FREE ADMISSION
FREE ADMISSION
Gratefully Accepting Canned Food Donations for
PARKING AVAILABLE
but please walk tf possible
Arcata Food E ndeavor
Henry Weinhardts & Steelhead on tap
Leave your DOG
at home
FOR MORE INFO. CALL HUMBOLDT NORML AT 826 1805

*
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© CAPPUCINO
¢ PASTRIES
¢ FIREPLACE
° JUICE BAR

OPEN EVERY DAY

INCLUDING HOLIDAYS

AOT

TYR>

=

Lc.
»

Ul

THURSDAY: NONOONON TOTO 111 AMPM
NDAY &- SATURDAY:
SUFRIDAY

(

AND paw

— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA © CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS

.

COFFEEHOUSE

